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Self Fill Conveyor Optional - Scale Package 
with “Auto Convey” Feature

Telescoping Arm Self-Filling Conveyor

Meridian Cleated Belt

Variable Speed Remote Control 
with Display



2012 Seed Express Models - 275 and 375 
Features, Benefits and Value Advantages

FEaturES BEnEFitS ValuE adVantagE
Meridian Cleated Belt Increase unloading capacity from current cleated 

belts.
Reduced fill times are critical to maximized planted acres/hour.

Uni-Body Design Design and engineered stronger, with a state of the 
art frame making the Meridian tender easier to pull.

Meridian’s stronger tender helps ensure many years of service and higher 
resale values. As growers use their tenders and haul them further distances.

Self-Filling Conveyor Self-filling enables operator to quickly load and 
unload when requiring additional stand alone 
conveyance.

Safer, easier and quicker. The Meridian 2012 Bulk Seed Tender is now a self 
contained unit, not requiring additional conveyor source. Customers can now fill 
their tender from a seed box, mini-tote or any other bulk seed source if needed.

Variable Speed Remote Control Adjust belt speed with remote control rather than 
reducing engine speed. All XL Hydraulic Package 
Functions are operated hydraulically by the remote 
control.

Safely and quickly adjust conveyor belt speed from the convenience of a 
handheld remote versus climbing on and off equipment to throttle down the 
engine.

Optional - XL Scale Kit Scale kit enhancements integrated into the remote 
transmitter and control box allows for complete 
control while unloading of gates and weights by 
simply keying in a desired unload weight.

All the same features of the standard scale unit plus some WOW feature. 
Operator keys in the exact weight required. Control Box operates the gate and 
cleans off the conveyor, unloading the exact units required.

Auto ConveyTM 

(Optional Scale Package 
Required)

Meridian’s exclusive Auto ConveyTM  functions are 
pre-programmed functions into the Meridian XL 
Scale Kit.

The tender operator can select the exact amount of seed they require to unload 
and “Auto Convey” will unload the seed, including cleaning off the conveyor 
belt.

Telescoping Arm Adjustable reaching arm makes it easy to assist  
the conveyor into fill position and back to the  
transport position.

Allows for easier positioning and operation of the conveyor for filling 
transporting.

Independent Support Structure Quick and easy conversion to scale package. Customers save time and expense when they choose to equip their tender with 
a  
scale kit.

Bolt-on Hitches Dealers can ship 3 tenders/load saving over 30% 
on freight. Customers can choose their preferred 
hitch design without changing trailers. 

Saves customers time and money and allows them to match the tender hitch to 
their existing equipment.

Quick Connect Conveyors 
Optional 8" Conveyor on 275 
Standard 8” Conveyor on 375

Conveyors are quickly and easily positioned and 
fastened to the tender.

Customers may not care how quickly the conveyor connects, but they’ll be 
very impressed with the unload speed. 6" conveyor = 750 #/m and better. 8" 
conveyor = 1500 #/m and better.

Meridian Bulk Seed tendersTM
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